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THE B.E.A.S.T.
    THE BREACHING ENTRY ASSAULT SYSTEM TRAINER.  5.11® partnered with 

Galpin Auto Sports (GAS) to build a mobile training center for the 5.11 Tactical Breaching System. 

The B.E.A.S.T.  started as a Ford F-450 and was fully customized by the GAS Team. 

This vehicle will be used to train SWAT, law enforcement, military, fire and first responder 

teams across the country on effective breaching techniques utilizing 5.11’s Breaching System. 
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THE CUSTOM RIG IS DECKED OUT IN 5.11’S TRADITIONAL 

 WEB PLATFORM AND TRADEMARK SCOPE GRAPHICS. A custom lift 

redefines the height of the vehicle along with custom cut suspension and 

wheels. A super-charged turbo diesel engine ensures this training vehicle 

can withstand the rigors of the tactical environment while seeing serious 

highway miles.  

The rear doors open to easily access the MultiPurpose Training Door  

that slides out within seconds and, despite the size and weight of the 

door, is readily available for demonstrations.

Side panels on the truck open to reveal 5.11’s exclusive breaching tools 

on one side and innovative tactical accessories such as flashlights and 

gloves on the other.

THE B.E.A.S.T. TREK The BEAST continues its Trek across the United States 

visiting various Law Enforcement, Military and other Government Agencies.  

Expert Breaching personnel from both 5.11 and Sweden Entry Tools are manning 

the vehicle throughout the Trek providing product demonstrations and courses 

of instruction on the 5.11 Breaching System.  To find out where the B.E.A.S.T.  

will be next, please visit www.511tactical.com/thebeast.html.  

THE B.E.A.S.T. UNVEILED

TRAINING DOOR DEPLOYED

BREACHING SYSTEM DISPLAY
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     DESIGNED FOR MOBILE, HARD-HITTING TEAMS, 

the Heavy Breaching Kit features a full complement of 5.11’s 

breaching tools securely mounted in a steel-framed heavy-duty 

backpack. The Heavy Breaching Kit includes the MultiBreacher, 

MultiPry, MiniRam and EdgeBender, a system capable of defeating 

inward-opening, outward-opening doors of almost any construction. 

The backpack provides a way to transport, train, and deploy the kit. 

The backpack features 5.11’s comfort yoke shoulder straps and a 

padded waist band for load management. Buckles are rated to 400lbs 

and feature a quick-release mechanism. A Velcro® attached hood is 

included. The kit is 37” in height. Imported, Patent Pending. 

     THIS KIT INCLUDES:

+ MultiBreacher

+ MultiPry

+ MiniRam

+ EdgeBender

+ Heavy Kit Bag

 HEAVY
 BREACHING KIT 50268
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MULTIBREACHER FEATURES 

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Hand guard

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

-  Duckbill shape with serrated edge

- Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 32” length

MULTIPRY FEATURES

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

- Duckbill shape with serrated edge

- Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 28” length

MINIRAM FEATURES

+ Main body is balanced for maximum efficiency

+ Fully hardened convex striking head

+ Grab handles with rubber grips

+ Hand guard

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 17.5” length

EDGEBENDER FEATURES

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity 

+ Fully hardened 

+ Sprue handle applies high, even pressure

+ 17.5” length

$1399.99 MSRP | 50268

+ Includes Heavy Kit Bag

MULTIBREACHER

MULTIPRY

MINIRAM

EDGEBENDER
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ACTIVE PATROL
 BREACHING KIT 50267
     EVERY SECOND COUNTS IN AN ACTIVE SHOOTING 

SITUATION AND PATROL OFFICERS ARE GENERALLY 

THE FIRST ON-SCENE. The Active Patrol Breaching Kit 

provides officers with new options to make entry when time is 

of the essence and includes our MultiPry and MultiSledge tools. 

Compact enough to fit in today’s crowded patrol vehicles, the 

Active Patrol Breaching Kit comes packed in a durable nylon case 

with a quick-detach shoulder strap. Imported, Patent Pending. 

     THIS KIT INCLUDES:

+ MultiPry

+ Multisledge

+ Active Kit Sling Bag
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MULTIPRY FEATURES

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

       - Duckbill shape with serrated edge

       - Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 28” length

MULTISLEDGE FEATURES

+ Four tools in one: sledge, ram, break & rake and pry

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

       - Head features convex impact area to focus the impact

       - Hand guard prevents hand from sliding too far forward

       - Rake designed to clear glass, blinds and drapery 

       - Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 27” length

$499.99 MSRP | 50267

+ Includes Active Kit Sling Bag

MULTIPRY

MULTISLEDGE
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MULTIPURPOSE
TRAINING DOOR 50138
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THE MULTIPURPOSE TRAINING DOOR IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE  

A WIDE RANGE OF BREACHING TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR  

PUBLIC SAFET Y PROFESSIONALS. The MultiPurpose Training Door is 

designed for repeated mechanical and hydraulic breaching and is constructed 

of heavy grade steel and fabricated in Modesto, CA. Our patent pending floating 

case design allows for repeated jamb and case separation without destroying 

the door frame. The door can be easily set up to replicate the following types of 

entryways with a minimal amount of preparation once set up.

+ Outwards-opening and inwards-opening doors 

+ Wooden doors, security doors, fire doors, etc. 

+  Doors with a variety of locking points, locking mechanisms  

and overall resistance

The MultiPurpose Training Door provides effective repeatable training and  

is designed with routine use in mind. With that in consideration, select parts 

are considered ‘consumable’ and available through 5.11. These consumables 

include the door case, jambs, plus the pins and shims installed when breaching. 

For permanent or long-term location training the door may be anchored. 

Socket-set, wrench and mallet required for set up. Patent Pending.

MULTIPURPOSE TRAINING DOOR FEATURES 

+ 6 possible locking points for outward opening door training

+ 6 resistance levels for inward opening door training

+ Replaceable ram impact surface for training on inward opening doors

+ Security plate bypass training with replaceable jamb edges.

THE DOOR CONTAINS:  

+ 50138 Training Door With A Frame Stand and Associated Assembly Hardware  

+ 50231 Training Door Replacement Door Edges 

+ 50232 (1 unit) Training Door Replacement Case Edges 

+ 50233 (25 pcs) Replacement Door Pins 

+ 50234 (25 pcs) Replacement Door Shims 

+  Wooden Shipping, Packing and Storage Crate, approximately 4’ x 8’ x 2’. Forklift 

recommended. 

 $7999.99 MSRP | 50138

FLEX POINTS SIMULATE TRADITIONAL DOOR FRAMES

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION, DURABLE FINISH
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MULTISLEDGE 50092

PRY HEAD

MULTI-FUNCTION HEAD
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MEDIEVAL IN ITS APPEARANCE, THE MULTISLEDGE HAS BEEN 

ENGINEERED TO PROVIDE TODAY’S MODERN OPERATOR WITH A 

FULL RANGE OF OPTIONS. The MultiSledge’s design allows it to fulfill 

four distinct functions while maintaining a modest size. These four uses: 

hammer, break-and-rake, pry bar, and battering ram are all individually 

essential breaching gear, when combined into a single multi-function 

tool you can’t beat the functionality.

FEATURES 

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

- Head features convex impact area to focus the impact

+ Rake designed to clear glass, blinds and drapery 

+ Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 27” length

+ Patent Pending

+ Available separately or as part of the Active Patrol Breaching Kit (56992).

+ Imported

$229.99 MSRP | 50092

HAMMER/RAM HEAD

BREAK AND RAKE

HAND GUARD

27’’
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MULTIBREACHER 50094

PRY HEAD

FORGED TOOL HEADS
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THE CORNERSTONE OF THE 5.11 BREACHING SYSTEM, 

THE MULTIBREACHER brings a whole new approach to the practice of 

breaching doors of all nature. Pair this with the MultiPry or MultiSledge 

and no door will stand in your way. The 5.11 Breaching System features a 

finessed approach to breaching and as a result entries are faster than 

the traditional battering ram and haligan tool approach.

FEATURES 

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Hand guard 

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

-  Duckbill shape with serrated edge

- Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 

59120 or 59123 (padded).)

+ 32” length

+ Patent Pending

+ Available separately or as part of the Heavy Breaching Kit (50268)

+ Imported

$264.99 MSRP | 50094

32’’

FORGED TOOL HEADS

FORGED TOOL HEADS

WELDED SLING ATTACHMENTS
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MINIRAM 50091

NON-SLIP GRIPS

KNUCKLE GUARDS
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DESPITE ITS DIMINUTIVE NAME, THE MINIRAM 

PACKS POWERFUL PUNCH. Rather than using the weight 

and traditional arm-swing approach of old-school battering 

rams, the MiniRam is designed to make use of the operator’s 

core body strength for explosive speed and repeatable 

precision. When paired with the MultiBreacher or MultiPry, 

the MiniRam is part of a high-speed omnivorous 

door-breaching machine and on its own is quite capable 

of defeating a wide range of inward-opening doors.

FEATURES 

+ Main body is balanced for maximum efficiency

+ Fully hardened convex striking head

+ Grab handles with rubber grips

+ Hand guard

+  Welded sling attachment points 

(recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 59120 or 59123 (padded).

+ 17.5” length

+ Patent Pending

+  Available separately or as part of the 

Heavy Breaching Kit (56993).

+ Imported

$414.99 MSRP | 50091

HAND GUARD

CONVEX STRIKING HEAD

17.5’’
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MULTIPRY 50093

FORGED TOOL HEADS

PRY HEAD
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A PATROL-READY VERSION OF THE MULTIBREACHER the MultiPry 

features a shorter length and single-bar construction. The MultiPry is a 

compact yet fully functional implement on its own, and its capabilities are 

further expanded when paired with the MultiSledge. Inward opening and 

outward opening doors won’t stand in your way. The 5.11 Breaching System 

has been engineered by S.E.T. to reduce exposure time while breaching.

FEATURES 

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity, no energy is lost by a “springy” bar

+ Drop forged, full hardened steel alloy tool heads

       - Duckbill shape with serrated edge

       - Forked prybar head at other end

+  Welded sling attachment points (recommend 5.11 VTAC Slings: 59120 or 

59123 (padded).)

+ 28” length

+ Patent Pending

+ Available separately or as part of the Active Patrol Breaching Kit (56992).

+ Imported

$179.99 MSRP | 50093
28’’

WELDED SLING ATTACHMENTS

FORGED TOOL HEADS
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EDGEBENDER 50135

T-HANDLE

HARDENED VISE
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SECURITY PLATE STANDING IN YOUR WAY?  With the EdgeBender 

at your grasp you can quickly and quietly clamp the plate and simply bend 

it out of the way to gain access to the critical area near the bolt. The 

EdgeBender greatly reduces exposure time when dealing with security 

plates, especially in narrow hallways.

FEATURES 

+ Seamless hydraulic pipe for rigidity 

+ Fully hardened 

+ T-handle applies high, even pressure

+ 17.5” length

+ Patent Pending

+ Available separately or as part of the Heavy Breaching Kit (56993).

+ Imported

$314.99 MSRP | 50135

17.5’’

HARDENED VISE JAWS

T-HANDLE


